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Political campaigning continues at GSS meeting
,elong
ay!

love
n the

by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate Tuesday opened up the'senate floor to allow
the candidates for student government
president and vice president to present
the basis of their campaigns to the
senators.
The tickets of Rodney Labbe and
Carol Wiley. Steve Ritzi and Chris
Bradley, and Paul Anderson and
Steven Holmes, candidates for presi-

Wiley said she wanted to get rid of
the factionalism if she were elected
president of the student senate.
"There is a lot of political
game-playing within the student
senate and within the student
government," Wiley said. "What I
intend to do is create a sense of
community within the senate."
Labbe and Wiley each presented
some major changes they had in mind
for student government if they were
elected.
Labbe had three main proposals:
strengthening UMO's ties with the
University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments: creating a solid
tie with the newly-formed Organization of Maine Collegiate Student
Governments: bringing a change to
the parking on campus, particularly
the ticketing and towing procedures

Steve Ritzi
dent and vice president, respectively,
each took the floor for 20 minutes to
give campaign speeches and to field
questions from the senators.
Labbe and Wiley, the first set of
candidates to take the floor, said the
current student government administration of Craig Freshley and Tony
Mangione has split the senate into
"cliques."
"The talent on this senate floor is
untapped," Labbe said. "If you're not
in their clique, those who are presently
governing student government really
don't care about what you have to
say.
••

Rodney Labbe
now used by the Department of Police
and Safety.
- Wiley said she wants to ereate a
social committee within the senate to
bring senators together as a whole

other than just regular senate "We're bottom-line people."
meetings, and she wants to develop a
Ritzi characterized the UMO student
"kitchen cabinet" of about 10 senators body into three general categories,
to provide a forum between the dormitory residents, fraternity memstudent government vice president
and the student senators.
When the floor was opened for
questions, Labbe was asked .why he
opposed the raising of the activity fee,
due to go before the student body in a
referendum Feb. 22.
"The reason why I'm opposing the
raising of the activity fee is that the
student government made a monumental -blunder when they projected
the budget for this spring," Labbe
said.
Labbe said the present student,
government administration projected
UMO's activity fee-paying enrollment
at 11,000, when the actual enrollment
is 4,300, resulting in a deficit of nearly
Paul Anderson
$51.000 in the student government hers, and off-campus students, and
working budget.
said his administration was going to
"The student government has never represent 'the, needs of the entire
addressed the issue of why we were in student body by answering the
such a mess, and why we were so problems of each &pup.
wrong in that estimate," Labbe said.
"It's our basic feeling that if any one
Mike Bernard. vice president for of the organizations has a problem
financial affairs, asked Labbe where then the health of the entire
he would get the mone'y to fund clubs organization suffers," Ritzi said.
and organizations were the fee not
Ritzi wants to develop a research
passed. and what organizations he and advocacy division of student
would cut.
government to support the students in
Labbe said he would have to look controversial issues.
within the organization, while Wiley . "Basically what it entails is doing
said. "The IDB was given so much ,research to support student fssues in a
money they didn't know what to do long-term' fashion," Ritzi said.
with it all. Where is the accountability
Ritzi said a similar system has been
for it? How do we know where the established at the University of
money is going?"
Massachusetts at Amherst, and is
Ritzi and Bradley characterized working well.
"It's working there. I see no reason
themselves as "bottom-line people" in
presenting their platform to the why it can't work here," Ritzi said.
Ritzi was asked why he was in favor
senate.
"Chris and I don't deal in empty, of the activity fee increase, and he said
self-serving rhetoric," Ritzi said.
(see SENATE page 2)

Epoxyto sailfateofrottingbeamsin Alfond Arena
by Ron Gabriel
Staff Writer
UMO's office of Facilities Management may have found a possible
solution for repairing eight pairs of

....
Communique
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Entemology Student Seminar.
Lisa Tabak: "Politics, Media,
and the EntemQlogists." 207
Deering Hall. 10:10 p.m.
Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meeting.
South
Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
Faculty Forum on Religion.
Ham Room, Union. Noon.
German
Language
Table.
'Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop.
Noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar.
David B. Field: "Appalachian
Trail in Maine." 204 Nutting
Hall. Noon.
(continued on page 6)

rotting beams supporting Alfond
Arena's roof.
Thomas Cole, director of facilities
management, said the rot is getting
serious and impregnating epoxy into
the rot is the best way to stop it.
The epoxy, a bonding material
capable of filling even hairlinesracks,
would seal the rotted cavities in the
beams and cracks on the beams'
surface, Cole said. Unrotted portions
of the beams would also be coated to
prevent the rot from spreading.
Richard Eustis,' UMaine's director
of physical facilities, said the epoxy
would fill all cracks caused by the rot.
"If you filled all of the cracks from
the rot with epoxy, then you have
something almost like petrified wood,
you have sealed it so well that rot can
no longer take place." Eustis said.
The moisture which is causing the
rot is probably leaking through cracks
hi the flashing, the copper portions
sealing the low -valleys" of Alfond's
roof, Cole said.
Cole said the flashing would also be
repaired by the epoxy coating. Epoxy
treatments wouldn't outwardly affect
the appearance of the beams, he said.
rtte-

Eustis said although cracks in the
flashing account for some moisture
leaks, rotted spots on the beams not
adjacent to the flashing indicates rain
and accumulated moisture may have
caused these beams to rot. _

$80,000. Cole said. and "we are now
looking at whaf possible avenues there
are toward funding."
John Coupe, vice president for
finance and administration, said
reoairs could be done this summer.

Eight pairs of rotting beams supporting the Alfond Arena roof will be
sealed with epoxy to prevent future rotting. (McMahon photo)
The epoxy treatments to the beams after the new fiscal year begins July 1.
and flashing are "viewed as a
"At this point in this fiscal year,
permanent solution," Cole said. "If resources are very tight. The only
it's done properly it will last as long as thing we can do is attempt to make
the building would."
provisions for it when we make next
Repairs would cost $50,000 - year's budget," Coupe said.

ax.
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GreenParty candidate dropsfrom Senate race
by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
Al David, "a Bangor furniture
salesman who had begun a campaign
as an idlepenOent candidate for the
U.S. Senate. has Abandoned that
campaign to organize the Maine
Greens' Peace Network.
David said he began his Senate
campaign in October, 1983 to "test the
water," to see public reaction to his
campaign. According to the Federal
Election Commission, a candidate can
do this until he has either raised or
spent $5,000 on `a campaign, David
said.
He said he is a 'peaceful protester
working toward preventing future
nuclear holocaust. He said peaceful
protestors write letters to congressAmen, take part in marches, speak at
rallies, and join peace organizations.
David said his goals are the same'as
the newly formed political party in
Maine and in other states, the Green
Party. In a commentary in the Maine
Campus (2/10/84) David said the
Green Party movement is "dedicated
to the survival of the human race in a
clean, green environment."
While campaigning, David said he
received enthusiastic reaction to the
Green Party, but not to his candidacy.
"People didn't think I had a
chance," he said, up against the other
candidates with more influence,
money, and connections.

Ct

P-•

David said a candidate needs
campaign workers willing to spend
time and money on the candidate, but
not enough people ,
%,,,tould be willing to
work for a candidate who did not stand
much of a chance of winning.
Since David kept in close contact
with the FEC, and did not exceed his
$5,000 campaign limit, he was able to

whom he feels are a hope for the
future.
"If we could just get people to work
one. to two hours a week for the
betterment of the world," he said,
then perhaps there is hope to beat the
military-industrial complex. That
refers to government and industry
working together to build weapons and
buy munitions to arm the world.
David said he couldn't both work for
the Green Party and run for the

Senate. He said he thought he could do
more working for the Green Party than
as a candidate, and that the Green
Party is a Long-term investment that
has a future.
- 'Inc Green Party might ',lave
candidates in the 1986 elections, but
in the meantime, David said the
Greens' Peace Network will promote
candidates that have the same beliefs
as they do.

•Senate

Al David
give up his campaign. Any money left
in the campaign fund, by 4w, must be
put into either something political or a
charity.
David said he had about $ilk left,
which he used to organize the
Greens' Peace Network within the past
month. He said he wants to get
involved especially with young people,

ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES
IN CRITICAL CONDITION?

(continued from page 1)

he was in favor of the increase
Anderson and 'Holmes were asked if
is they thought their 'lack of experience
because. considering the f
essentially a tax students must pay for
would hurt them while in office, and
services the student government that they might hurt the students more
provides, the tax is quite small.
than help them through thir lack of
"If you take a look at the way money experience.
is spent on central services on this
Anderson replied that by knowing
campus, you'll find that $S goes dovm the students' wants, the ticket has
the tubes pretty quickly," Ritzi said. everything it needs.
Ritzi said that the activity fee UMO
"We can read the same book on
students pay is "peanuts" compared
parliamentary procedure that you
to activity fees students at other New did," Anderson said.
England schools pay.
Anderson was asked what sort of
experiences,
including thoseputside of__ _
Anderson and Holmes said they
government
he
had, and what he had
have no experience, but said it is to
done
within
the
last year.
advantage.
are
They
they
their
said
"I've managed to stay in school. I
representing the students' real view.
"The students who elected you are haven't flunked out. I haven't left
tired of it. They want some change, not ,because I've gotten pissed off,"
more of the same," Anderson said. Anderson said.
Anderson was asked what they
"The people want to know who to
meant when they said clubs and
come to. The people want a voice.
"We're not afraid to step on a few organizations shouldn't be funded
toes. We're tired of hearing the same unless they were intellectually rewardold $1.50 rhetoric. We want a ing.
Anderson said that he didn't mean
change," Anderson said.
Holmes said they would be true funds were going to be cut off, just
representatives to the student body if "sidelined." and that if the organization had educational value, and
elected.
"We hold our loyalties to the provided a service to the university
students of. LIMO and BCC, not tO and the individual members' of Abe_
some outside political interests," club, they would be funded.
Holmes said.
Anderson and Holmes were asked if
they were so fed up with the direction
of student government, why they
COME TO THE MOUNTAINS: Top
didn't come forward sooner.
Brother/Sister camps in Poconos of
PennsylvaniaJune
25-August
"We are the students. That's why
21.
Counsellor
positions available: Tennis,. arts
we're here." Holmes said. — We've
and crafts, photography, rock climbing,
been here long enough to get sick of
computer, scouting, waterfront (WSI), all
hearing the same old stuff."
land sports, and drama. Call (215)2242100 or write M. Black, 110A Benson
Anderson said, "You don't need
East, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
experience to see what's happening."
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Sheep, sheep, a campus of sheep
12:20 Noon Prayer, Thursday
Drummond Chapel
Maine Christian Association -

VS ARMY RECRUITING STATION
344 Harlow Street
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Bangor,Maine

EVER Y WEDNESDAY
, ISLADIES NIGHT
Complimentary Champagne
From 8-10p.m.
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BOSTON
ADVENTUREExplore
opportunities of exciting city
while
working as live-in childcare worker. Many
openings, one year committrilea. Allene
Fisch, Childcare Placement Service, 149
Buck minister Road, Brookline, Mass.
02146. (617)566-6294.
Overseas Jobs... summer, y r. round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. S900-2000. Sightseeing. Free info.
write 11C, PO Box 52, Corona Del Mar,
Ca. 92625
Classifieds are $1.50 for the first twenty
words and 10 cents for each additional
word, per day.
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Andropov is buried at the Kremlin

Chernenko meetsworld leaden
MOSCOW (AP)—The Soviet Union
buried Yuri Andropov at the Kremlin
wall Tuesday in a ritual Red Square
state funeral. The Communist Party's
new leader, Konstantin Chernenko,
delivered the eulogy and then-conducted his first meeting with world
leaders.
Chernenko spent 30 minutes with
Vice President George Bush, who
represented President Reagan at the
funeral. Bush said Chernenko agreed
there was a need for the two
superpowers to "place our relationship upon a more constructive path."
Chernenko, 72, who has not hid
much foreign policy experience, also
met with Chancellor Helmut Kohl of
West Germany, Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi of India, Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher of Britain and
other leaders in Moscow for the
funeral.
Chernenko called Andropov "an
ardent champion of peace" in a eulogy
delivered from the reviewing stand
atop the mausoleum of V.I. Lenin,
founder of the Soviet state.
Andropov was buried among other
heroes of the Soviet Union with a
ringing salute of gunfire. His widow
sobbed at the graveside. Factory
whistles sounded throughout the
Soviet Union to mark his burial
Andropov headed the KGB, the
Soviet secret police and intelligence
agency, for 15 years before becoming
Communist Party leader in November
1982 after the death of Leonid
Brezhnev. He later assumed the

presidency, a Brezhnev also held.
Andropov, 69, died Thursday.
Chernenko was named Communist
Party Leader, the top position in the
Soviet Union, on Monday.
Dignitaries from more than 100
countries came to Moscow to pay their
respects and meet the new Soviet
leader.
"The passing away of Yuri
Vladimirovich Andropov has evoked
deep sorrow in the hearts of Soviet
people," Chernenko said. "A glorious
son of the Communist Party, an
outstanding political figure, a person
of kreat soul and kind heart has
departed from life."
Chernenko, hospitalized last spring
with pneumonia, coughed several
times, often wiped his nose with a

handkerchief and faltered at one point
during the eight-minute speech.
Speeches by Chernenko, Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko and Defense
Minister Dmitri Ustinov stressed two
themes: a Soviet desire for peace and
determination to maintain the armed
might of the Soviet Union. Chernenko
reiterated that the Soviet Union will
not be scared by threats.
The funeral procession from the
House of Unions, where Andropov's
body had lain in state since Saturday,
began just before 11:30 a.m.
Andropov's coffin was borne by a gun
carriage pulled by an olive drib
armored personnel carrier and escorted by goose-stepping soldiers. They
marched to the strains of Chopin's
funeral march.

Druselaunchsurpriseattack, warshipsopenfire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—Druse
surprise
launched
insurgents
a
offensive Tuesday and captured a
strategic mountain corridor from
government troops. A U.S. warship
opened fire twice, during the Druse
attack and again when Lebanon's
Defense Ministry came under fire,
American officers said.
The Marines fought a mortar duel
at daybreak when their base came
under fire from the southeast five
hours after a rocket attack. No
U.S.
injured,
were
Marines
spokesman said.
Lebanon radio said Syrian-backed
Druse militias controlled a mile-long
corridor
between
Chouf
the
Mountains southeast of Beirut and
the Aley—M-Otintain ridge east of
Beirut, despite U.S. bombardment

and repeated attacks by Lebanese
jets. An army communique said its
soldiers
retreated
after
being
"outnumbered and outgunned."
The victory gives the Druse a
long-sought corridor to the sea.
U.S. Marine spokesman Maj.
Dennis Brooks said the destroyer
Claude V. Ricketts hit artillery
positions in the Syrian-controlled
central mountains with 42 rounds
guns
from
five-inch
after
its
nightfall.
The half-hour bombardment was
in retaliation for renewed shelling
attacks against the Lebanese Defense
U.S.
Yarze
Ministry
near
in
Ambassador Reginald Bartholomew's
residence, Brooks said.
U.S. Air Force Capt. Jack Giese,
also a spokesman for the Americans

in the multinational force, said the
Ricketts ' fired 11 rounds from its
five-inch guns before dawn on
Syrian-held territory, at the request
of the Lebanese command.
The shelling at nightfall was the
fourth U.S. naval bombardment
since President Reagan announced a
week .ago his decision to increase
U.S. air and naval ktion against
units firing into the Beirut area or
attacking the peacekeeping force.
In Washington, Navy Secretary
John Lehman said such shelling was
intended to bolster the beleaguered
government of President
Amin
Gemayel. But presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes said Lehman was
"incorrect" and that Naval fire was
only to support Marines and other

Americans in Lebanon.
The Druse surprise attack dealt
the Lebanese army its second defeat
in nine days. Allied Shiite Moslem
militias took control of Moslem west
Beirut on Feb. 6 after a series of
street battles.
The Marine base at the airport
was hit by mortars at 6:45 a.m. and
the Marines answered with a 36round barrage of 81mm mortars,
Giese said. Five hours earlier,
rockets—hit the terminal area of the
Marine encampment, but there was
no response.
Christian -controlled radio stations
in Beirut said the Ricketts blasted
Druse strongholds that had been
given artillery support for the Druse
offensive to capture the corridor.

LOGO CONTEST

Third woman in history
Mitchell• to seek Senate seat

For Senior Class Theme
"George Orwell was wrong. Class of 1984
Our theme nev_dsa logo

25.00 Prize.

AUGUSTA (AP)—Elizabeth Harrill
Mitchell declared her candidacy for
the U.S. Senate Tuesday, portraying
her expected general-election contest
with Republican incumbent William S.
Cohen as a referendum on arms
control and the influence of special
interests.
The Vassalboro Democrat.-currently
in her second term as majority leader
in the Maine House of Representatives, vowed that she would not
accept any campaign contributions
from political-action committees.
"We face no problem, from the
environment to the deficit, from
' education to arms control, which has
•
not beaworsened by the influence of
special-interest money-givers," she
said in remarks at a news conference
at the State House.
to
traveled
43,
Mitchell,
Washington last week to discuss
potential campaign financing with
various PACs and national Democratic
Party officials. She had said Sunday
that she had received "encouraging
receptions" but declined to elaborate
at the time.
She described Cohen as "a fine
man" and the contest as one
"between two good people who

respect each other tut who disagree on
certain issues." • k
Those issues include Cohen's
opposition tb a bilateral freeze in
nuclear-arms production by the United
States and the Soviet Union, and his
support for the production of nerve gas
and the MX missile.
"Senator Cohen has voted to buy
every major weapons system proposed
since he became a senator." Mitchell
said. "Faced with a $200-billion
annual deficit, we have to make better
choices."
Cohen, who ousted Democrat
William D. Hathaway from the Senate
in 1978, plans to formally announce his
re-election campaign in a series of
news conferences Wednesday. Federal spending reports show that he
collected nearly $300,000 for the
campaign last year alone.
Kitchell is the, third woman in
Maine history to run for the Senate.
The first was Margaret Chase Smith. a
Republican who was elected in 1948
and continued to serve until Hathaway
unseated her in 1972. The second was
Lucia M. Cormier of Rumford. then
Democratic leader in the state House,
who was defeated by Smith im 1960.

if you _design the best logo for 1984.
Submit designs to Senior Council
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Teamwork and talk
E
very four years Americans aged 18 and
over have an opportunity to elect a new
president. A president's role is to
formulate and guide a staff to develop, maintditia,—
or modiTY—olides
concernnii national and
p
international matters„ Since President Reagan /
took to office Soviet—American relations have
reached an all-time low. Efforts should be
pursued to improve these relations to ensure
global communication.
Yuri Andropov's death offers not. so much a
chance for breakthroughs in relations as a time
for gestures that might lead to breakthroughs
later on. Neither the worsening Soviet—American
chill that marked Andropov's 15 months as
'leader nor the changes he set in motion through
the Soviet Union's economic system and
bureaucracy are likely to be altered soon.
Andropov's crackdown on corruption and hard
line on foreign relations had found the support
of the Soviet populace.
Konstantine Chernenko, Andropov's successor
as leader of the Communist Party, has been a
member of the Politburo since 1977 and, was
viewed as the clear choice of Leonid Brezhnev's
entourage to succeed the late leader. Andropov
outmaneuvered him then and on Nov. 12, 1982.
Tass announced Chernenko himself had
nominated his rival to become the new Soviet
chief. This act of party loyalty apparently paid
off since many of Brezhnev's allies found
themselves retired or disgraced in Andropov's
shuffles and crackdowns, while Chernenko
maintained his prestige.
Andropov himself could not have been an
active leader for more than a fraction of his term
since his medical treatments proved to be

unsuccessful as his apparent seclusion since
August suggests. The fact that his programs
stayed on course even in his absence suggests a
team effort, not the sort of blatant jockeying for
position that arose in Brezhnev's final years.
Reagan and any future leader should take note
of this harmonious transition between leaders
who worked in the same system towards a
common goal. Republicans and Democrats
should set aside their jockeying and concern
themselves with representing the people who
elected them for qualifications not jheir party
affiliation.
Name calling erodes relations. Two parties can
work together and still have their positions
known without insulting each other in the
process. Reagan, a man with a firm command of
the English language, should restrain himself
from the use of election rhetoric where damaging
to relations.
The Soviets have stated it values dialogue with
the United States but needs something convincing
that Washington is serious. Reagan's reference to
the Soviet Union as "an evil empire" and
denouncement of Soviet Communisum as "the
focus of evil in the moder world" cannot be
taken as statements inviting the Soviets to armsnegotiations and better relations. Only by ending
this unnecessary rhetoric and seriously offering
some concessions can a renewed vigor be added
to Soviet—American relations.

TiERE!Ni MAYBE VJE
CAN GET SOMETHING DONE/

•
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High German
They say that in Europe you can pick
out an American instiK 'y. A good
friend of mine from Switzerland says
we "stick out like sore thumbs,"
though she can't tell me why.
I know why. They talk funny over
there. Sure it's easy to find
Americans. Just look for people with
"confusion" written all over their
faces.
Most Americans have problems
communicating in English, much less
a foreign language. It doesn't help to
live under the assumption that
everyone speaks English. In the harsh
real world, however, you may need a
translator for a seemingly simple venture into rural England.
Having lived three years in
irreinerhaven, West Germany, I
decided to broaden my horizons with a
year of accelerated German here at
UMO. I plunged into "Superdeutsch'
with gusto, only to find a few
/,
disturbing things.
Basically, "der, die, das, den, dem,
derren, des, er, sie, Sie, es, ihr, ihn,
ihnen, ihren, ihre, dich, mich, dein,
sein, mir, dir, sich, ihm, seid, euch,
usw."
It's enough to set your mind
spinning! FiguOng out a German
sentence is a tedious process at best.
First you start' with a noun. The easy
part is thayit's always capitalized, but
that's jzt4.t the beginning. Then you
have to figure out whether it's der, die
or das. Der is masculine, die feminine
and das neuter, or sexless. But' I
quickly found out that isn't much of a
guide.
According to Deutsch, a married
woman—die Frau—has sex. But a
wife—das Weib—does not: Huh? By
the same token, a young single woman
is sexless—das Fraulein or das
Madchen.
Once you've figured that out, don't
rest yet. Take a dog, or Hund, for
example. If you're simply referring to
it, it's nominative, or der. If it's
moving, it changes to accusitive, or
den. Resting? That's dative, or dem.
Does something belong to the dog?
That's "des Hunds." I think.
When you round mit a sentence with
a verb, reverse the order from English.
"Let's go" becomes "Go we." "She'll
come back again tomorrow" becomes
"She will tomorrow again back come."
Had enough? Another trait of the
Germans is that instead of going to the
trouble of creating new words, they
just tack the old ones onto each other.
Thus a meeting of representatives
from
general
becomes
states
"Generalsta
atsverordnetenversamm,z)
lunger."
Say you work real hard and master
the "Hoch Deutsch — they teach in
school. You're all set to go to Europe
and impress the natives. But wait!
Where do they speak Hoch Deutsch?
In universities! Everyone else speaks
dialect. When my friend Francesca
speaks her Swiss German, she may as
well be speaking Russian to me.
So why take German? It's like a
puzzle. It's great fun to make sense
out of what originally means nothing.
And who knows when I'll get back to
West Germany? Sure I'll stick out like
a sore thumb because I don't speak the
local dialect, but most Germans can
speak high German when pressed, arid
I'll be able to communicate with them. -That would make it all worth while.
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Candidates quit the comedy
Profiles
by Rick Lawes

-

Ready to

Hawkins photos

question
authority

Carol Wiley

passed every year. More things are done than
aren't dbne," Holmes said. "What it is is that
every year they say 'we ran out of time'."
Holmes and Anderson said that the basis for
their campaign is that • they can bring the
"humanistic view" to student government.
"They (the student body) need non-politicians
to see through .the.garbage. That's what we are,".
Holmes said. "We're people, not politicians."
The major issue Anderson and Holmes want to
address in their campaign is the role of clubs and
organizations in student government.
"One way we felt was that for a club to get

Harman photo

Paul Anderson and Steve Holmes admit their
campaign for student government president and
vice president started out as a joke.
"Originally we did it as a joke—it was
intended to be a joke," Anderson said. "There's
no more joke.. It's not really that funny
anymore."
Anderson and Holmes feel the people who are
in student government now, and who have been
in student government, have no real idea what
student government is.
"It appears the student senate is merely a
training ground for politicians to just stand up
and talk," Holmes said. "They don't get
anything done."
"A While back I went to a student senate
meeting and they sat there for an hour and a
half and discussed whether or not to give some
silly sorority girls some money," Anderson said.
"That's not what student government is supposed
to do."
Holmes said the biggest problem facing student
government is that the same issues are discussed
every year, and nothing is ever resolved.
"There has to be a certain level of legislation

Rodney Labbe

.

Paul Anderson

Steve Holmes

money the club should have to do something for
the university," Anderson said. "A club should
enlighten in some way."
Holmes said, "If you've got a ski club, well
that's fine, but what does that club do for the
university?`9"hey take money so that maybe a
group of students can ski at a reduced rate
sometime. You've got clubs that do something
for the university and you've got clubs that just
take money."
Anderson and Holmes cited the Maine Peace
Action Committee as a club they consider is
enlightening the university.
"I think MPAC should always be funded,"
Anderson said. "They're always giving alternative
views. They're doing something for the
university."
By giving something to the university,
Anderson and Holmes think the clubs and
organizations can contribute to their "master
plan" for UMO student life, bringing a sense of
community to the student body.
(see ANDERSON page 7)

Rodney Labbe and Carol Wiley, candidates for You're looked upon as being against them.
It'
student government president and vice president, frightening.
think it's time to put the student back in student
Labbe and Wiley- think that, if elected, they
government.
can bring the student government back to the
"Our main thrust is that student government at UMO student body.
UMO is for the student body," Labbe said.
"I think our senate leadership has to take the
"The everyday student has been given the short initiative to be strong," Labbe said.
"If student
end of the stick."
government really had their guts behind them
Labbe, graduate student senator, and UMO they could handle those things."
representative and chairman of the University of
One of the areas Labbe and Wiley think they
Maine Organization of Student Governments, and can bring student government
back to the
Wiley, off-campus senator for two years, think students in is parking availability
on campus.
the present student government administration of
"We are 100 percent in favor of an open
Craig Freshley and Tony Mangione have merely parking system on this campus,"
Labbe said.
become "yes men" for the UMO administration.
"That's right now in the hands of the student
"The direction of student government this year government administration, but
nothing has been
is one where we can never question authority. done."
President Silverman is always right, Dr. Aceto is
In the GSS, both Labbe and Wiley have been
always right," Labbe said. "The attitude has advocates of the open
parking system. At the
been you have to serve things up to them on a GSS meeting of Oct. 18,
Labbe said "I found it
silver platter."
particularly galling that was placed in opposition
Labbe and Wiley feel that attitude has carried- 145 —the top official of
this university" when
over to the floor of the General Student Senate, reporting on a meeting
he had had with UMO
where senators who do not share the views of the President Paul Silverman
concerning the parking
administratin are suppressed.
on campus, a position which did not meet with
"We honestly feel if you're a talented person, favor within the present
administration.
and by talented I mean being able to contribute
something, you're not allowed to contribute,"
(see LABBE page 8)
Labbe said. "I know because I've been there.

A time for action
For Steve Ritzi and Chris Bradley, "the time
has come."
"Between the two of us, we both know what
student government can do, and what it should
do," Bradley said.
"I think we've, got enough experience for some
projects with some real importance," Ritzi said.
"The time has come when you know you have
some real experience in office."
Ritzi, candidate for student government
president, and Bradley, running for vice
president, both
have plenty of experience in
student government, and in other areas.
Ritzi, who was executive assistant for both
Craig Freshley and Jeff Mills (student government
during 1982-83), has also been parliamentarian
for the General Student Senate for the past two
years. In addition, when Mills was forced to
resign from office, Ritzi took over the vice
presidentcy for a week while Jon Lindsay stepped
into the presidency.
Bradley, currently president of the Off-Campus
Board, has been an off-campus senator for two

years. In 'addition, he was the founder of the
Orono Tenant's Association.
Ritzi
believes
that
working
with
the
administration is an important part of his plans
for his administration.
"You're primarily there as the student's
advocate. If elected, our job is to represent the
student, not to battle the administration," Ritzi
said. "To think that you can sit in office and act
autonomously is crazy. You have to be involved
with them every step of the way."
Ritzi and Bradley have a number of issues they
are basing their campaign on, the first of which
Is an off-campus center.
"Because the off-campus population is such a
divided population, they have no real center to
congregate around," Bradley said.
"There's always been a problem for the offcampus population to do things together. This
would be sort of a community center...basically a
place off-campus people could call their own."
Bradley said the Off-Campus Board has been
looking into the possibility of using the Ram's

•
.*
Steve Ritzi
Chris Bradley
Horn for such a center, but Residential Life has
told them they must buy the building. Bradley
said the possibility of having it on ,campus has
not been ruled out.
"If there's a place off-campus people knew
they could go to, even if it was on campus 1
don't think it would defeat the purpose," Bradley
said.
Another issue Ritzi and Bradley feel is
important, is the protection of the 14-week
(see RITZI page 7)
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the cuffs. Hating it, he went to a
cupboard and spooned some instant
coffee into a mug. He filled the kettle
with cold water and put it on the stovc
He found a match, and lit the gas
under the kettle. Sitting down
uncomfortably, could he hear her
opening a closet down the hall.
"Did the oil man come?" he
shouted. The water had begun to boil.
Her footsteps came clippin down the
hall. He would be able to recognize
them anywhere, he thought distractedly. 9r any time.
She returned, taking the day's
newspaper from a counter, and
opening it.

He slowed, indicating a left turn,
and drove up the steep driveway. The
garage door was open. "Was she
expecting him," he wondered. He sat
in the silence after shutting off the
ignition, the keys slapping against the
steering column.
As he got out he remembered his
bag and decided to leave it until later.
He hung his coat in the dark corridor
that led from the garage to the house.
He could already see her, bent over
the sink. She was soaking some clothes
-There is an opening for a clerk at
Rn a basin. She did-not turn when he the Stanston
came in. He stopped at the kitchen
Her tone caused something inside
table and laid his hat down.
him to drop. She examined al'elassified
"I have missed you," he said, advertisement, and said, "It says to
almost stuttering.
see Mr. Owen between ten and noon
She did not move. The side of her on Monday or Wednesday. You better
face that he could see was very still. hurry.
She turned, and he opened his arms , He looked tfp. at the,clock and was
sligh involuntarily.
dismayed at how time had encroached
Facing him from the other side of on this day so irreversibly.
the table, she said there was cold meat
in the fridge if he was hungry. She
"I suppose I had better leave now,"
tipped the soapy water out of the he said, hoping for something else.
basin, rinsed the clothes, and began ' She said yes.
wringing them dry.
It felt better to be back in the car and
Still he stood. in the middle of the to be moving with speed in a particular
kitchen, his arms at _his sides. She direction. The way to Stanston was
spread the washing on a rack near the very . familiar to him. He could
stove. They were wool sweaters. He remember dreaming once or twice
thought of putting water on to boil, or about being chased along here by
opening the refrigerator door. His face some threatening entity. He passed a
was hot, he could not stand it. The hamburger restaurant and several
streaked walls were yellow in the mobile homes with toys in their small
morning light, especially above the gardens. And plastic plants. Farther
stove.
on there was nothing, only tar-paper
He decided to ask her where Sonya shacks with woodpiles that were
was.
indistinguishable from the shacks
"Where would she be, she's at themselves.
school," she replied flatly.
The sun hung carelessly in the sky.
"How is she?"
was not a cloudy day, but a curious
It
She. was fine.
gave the river, which the road
haze
His wife left the room, unrolling the
sleeves of her blouse and buttoning followed, an opaque quality. The

It
)11
:n
0

road's edge, with the paper bags and
cups, and the spruce beyond, had no
distinct outline; things were dull and
Eld nebulous boundaries. He h.!
trouble focusing on anything. He could
not concentrate on the road ahead or
the pop tune on the radio. He began
thinking of his wife. He imagined her
rolling out dough, or getting her coat
on. But the pictures became ridiculous
to him. He tuned the ,?-radio to
something else. Recognizing the song
he began humming along with it. This
became tiresome.
Then the smell of the mill could be
detected and upon rounding a bend
the Stanston mill presented itself.
Lights blinked from the top of its
smokestacks which emitted steam and
small amounts of yellow smog. It held
the horizon like the-silhouette ot many
houses built • close together, their
chimneys puffing spastically.
He parked the car downtown in front
of the door of a cafe. At the far end of
the bar he took a seat. The interior was
dim and close. The man beside him
had a greasy boiler suit. They nodded
briefly at each other muttering, "How
you doing,"
The bartender, a pimply youth,
asked what he would have, and
brought a beer. Between errands_ he
dragged hard, and with manifest
enjoyment on a cigarette which
smoked in an ashtray on the bar.
"Say," he asked the barman, after
finishing the beer, "do you have any
lunch specials?"
He nodded, and after a short time
put a bowl of corn chowder in front of
him.
,
Later, as he was finishing his meal,
thebartender came purposefully over
to him, and leant over him with both
hand on the bar.
"Look. There's a nut over there who
says that if you balance an egg just

right you con put a double-decker bus
on it and it won't break. Now what do
you cam?"
Before he could answer, the man in
the boiler suit became excited and
asked, "Did he say a boiled or a raw
one?"
"A raw one," said the bartender.
Everyone. agreed most emphatically
that it was not possible to put a bus on
a raw egg. Nor even on a cooked one:
Presently the matt .looked at the
plastic clock above the bottle shelf,
and went to the men's room. Someone
had written, "Starting today pick the
roses of life.." Other things were also
written. He read most of it.
After drinking more beer he left.
The young man had put the television
on,-,and was watching it and pulling on
- -40
a cigarette.
He was about halfway home when
he remembered that he had not paid
for the chowder. This time when he
went in the house he took his bag from
the trunk. She was not around. He put
his sweaters and underclothes from
the bag into the wash basket, and went
into the master bedroom. It was quiet
in there. The dresser and the
photographs on it were dusty. He had
an impulse to fall face first onto the
bed. He straightened a wrinkle in the
bedspread instead, and pulled the
curtains. Closing the door behind him
as though somebody were sleeping in
thy bedroom, he went through to the
living room.
On the sofa he covered himself with
a blanket. He was dizzy.
It was twilight when he woke up. He
lay for a while listening to the pulp
trucks on the highway.
He sat up. There was a tray on -the
coffee table with a cold steak
sandwich. A note was under the plate.
He read it, and then began to eat.
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'It is the general feeling that this kind of music is not
consistent with the kind of activities we advocate'
Dean David Rand after
Zero Mentality was banned
from playing again in the
Damn Yankee
•
t

Frank Harding
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rono, Maine—I think we can all agree
that we don't live in the heartland of"
Punk, U,S.A. Think about it: A
trained horse cold count the number of conspicuous punks on campus and in town; some punks
have been met with open hostility, at best, their
reception here has been less than lukewarm; and
_Runk_ bands were banned frOm the Union less
—:than a year ago.---- --Why then have about 75. persons braved a
brutal January freeze ,this Monday night and
ventured out to fiarstafils to see Zero Mentality
play?
Perhaps they're simply curious or have no idea
that one of the harder of Maine's hardcore bands
is booked here this night. Perhaps the entire area
punk population has assembled en masse.
Perhaps they're here to heckle. Then again, they
might have heard that pitchers of beer are only
$1.50 each until 9 o'clock tonight.
"All of the above" is likely the most
appropriate answer, for this crowd could easily
be one of the most eclectic gatherings this area's
seen since last fall's Grenada rally. Punks make
up about half the group. Spread across the room',
they seem a bit anxious for the night's festivities
to begin. to my left is a couple that obviously
has no idea why all these oddly attired people are
here; they occasionally consider that question out
loud. A small knot of serious drinkers stick close
to the bar, taking advantage of the cheap beer
prices; as the 9 p.m. deadline approaches they
order two or three glasses each. A group of very
collegiate men fills a large table in the far corner.
They make their Presence known as the Zeros
take the stage, heckling before even the first song
is played.

If punk bands are supposed to look a certain
way, Zero Mentality would likely fit the bill.
Behind the drums, Glen looks like some narcotics
addict you've- .seen on TV—buzz haircut just
growing out from a Mohawk, sunken eyes,
skinny frame, spiked bracelet. If you didn't know
him you might think he was dangerous. Mick, an
bass, looks dapper in a maroon and black, thriftshop smoking jacket and leather guantlets. With
a trendy duck-tail haircut and white football
jersey, Charlie, the guitarist, seems a bit out of
place, until you notice his wrist spikes and the
black and white checkered suit jacket he's taken
off before taking the stage. And then there's
Cecil (I'm the worst attempt at `punking out'
ever") Strange. If there is some standard he's
supposed to meet, his self-description is probably
accurate--basic buzz cut, jeans:, and a flannel
shirt with the sleeves torn off over a T-shirt. In
any case, it's not the jogging suit he wore for the
band's show in the Ram's Horn.
The band starts off slowly with three
instrumentalists, sort of the Ventures meet the
'80s. Glen sets a strong Pace, booming bass drum
punctuated with a few cymbal crashes. Charlie
plays a tight, crisp lead over Mick's forceful bass
line. Most of the crowd is nodding and shaking,
strictly out of time to the music; the couple on
the left looks confused. As the third song ends,
one of the fraternity/ROTC clones from the
corner shouts, "OK, you're tuned up now."
Cecil comes on stage and opens with a timely
comment for the guys in the corner: "This next
song is called 'Hitler was Right." The band
crashes into the song. Charlie's no longer picking
the lead, but strums incredibly fast chords.
.Cecil's vocals are clearer than usual thanks to a

rented PA. Halfway through the first set, the
confused couple has left, several people are
actively dancing and the glasses hanging over the
bar are rattling. "You suck," is the assessment
shouted from the far left as the band leaves the
stage after a 14-song, 35-minute set. Yep, punk's
got a way to go in this cultural center.

I

hope you don't think we're Nazis
anything," Mick says during the break.
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"No, I don't really think so," I thought, "but
I'm willing to bet a few people around here
would disagree." (Despite what the men in the
corner probably think, as I understand it "Hitler
was Right" has something to do with the fact
that, contrary to popular belief, Hitler wasn't
insane and that makes the things he's responsible
for all the more horrifying.)
The
point is that there are a
few
misconceptions and preconceived notions about
Zero Mentality in particular and punk rock in
general. So Wore we get too involved here, we
should try to clear a few things up:
misconception no. I: It's Cecil's band.
Cecil, in fact, isn't even an original member.
He is, however, the band's best known member—
the host of "Decline of the West" on WMEB,
the author_ of several well-rebutted commentaries
in the Maine Campus, and a participant in (and
sometimes the object of) a continuing debate on
the merits of the punk lifestyle. But as Cecil
describes the band: "Everyone's 25 percent, that's
it."
misconception no. 2: They're violent.
Slam dancing, spikes, stage diving, leather and
chains. Even my mother knows the Plasmatics
saw guitars in half with chainsaws. With the help
of TV shows such as "T.J. Hooker" and
"CHiPs" (see diagram) punks have acquired a
media image that portrays them as drunken,
senseless hooligans. While the members of Zero
Mentality are a long way from the straight edge,
they'll tell you that slamming, spikes and
everything else are the audience's means of
actively participating in the music. If some punks
are violent, they say, it's because they're part of
a greater society. "It's just like any other group
of people," Mick said, "some people are idiots
and some people are not."
Misconception no. 3: "Thrash and bellow" is the
best way to describe Zero Mentality's musical
style.
You have to look at it this way-, They want to
play that loud and fast. If you can accept that
you can appreciate the fact that they play loud
and fast pretty damn well. Sometimes a song will
seem just too fast, but I suppose that's part of
the point as welt'
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There was some minor miscommunication with
the school administration (some joker told the
principal the band was named Fresh Air
and played Top 40) so they only played three
and a half songs before the power was shut off.
Elul_ they. got paid, and besides, it
was fun, they
said.
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o are you wondering what strange set of
circumstances, what weird, unearthly mix of
atoms it took to bring Zero Mentality together?
.. Mick and Charlie attended Orono High School
together. It was there that they first started
playing guitar and gained an interest -in punk
through a band called the Slaves of Liberty. In
January 1982, they were students at UMO when
Charlie saw a ,note Cfrn a bulletin board Icioking
for other musicians interested in forming a punk
band. They answered and met Glen. Cecil also
saw the note and autitioned for the lead singer's
spot, but "this other guy Doug" got the job.
The band had two basic objectives from the
beginning: Play original music and play it fast.
"When we first started," Charlie said, "we'd
listen to records and say, 'We can play faster
than that.",
,
The mysterious Doug lasted only about nine
months then the others fired him for "reading
too
many
magazines at
practice." Cecil
reauditioned and joined the band. "And then we
grew like a fungus," Mick said.
I first saw Zero Mentality last spring at what
turned out to be the last of WMEB's Alternative
Music Nights. Along with T-2 (now Scouts in
Action), Violation, and Volume Control, they
had -the vim—of the Damn Yankee for the nTght.
The Zeros were playing when. I. got there and
several punks were slamming near the stage.
Quite frankly, I couldn't see what they were so
excited about. The band was almost painfully
loud and the guitars were distorting so badly they
drowned out the vocals. I only withstood about
15 or 20 minutes of this aural assault before
leaving, which is unfortunate because I missed
the infamous chair/window smashing later that
night that resulted in punk rock being banned
from the Union.

To the members of Zero Mentality, fun is far
more important than profit. They'll play anytime,
anywhere for only expenses, they say, maybe just
for free beer.

This is the point where it's far too easy to get
cliche and maudlin, maybe say something like,
"You may not be coming from the same angle as
Zero Mentality, but you have to respect their
skill and dedication for what they do," or "Give
them a chance, you might like what you hear."
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"We are dealing with a behavioral situation,"
Dean David Rand, director of the Memorial
Union, said after imposing the ban. "This kind
of music demands a certain kind of behavior. It
is the general feeling that this kind of music is
not consistent with the kind of activities we
advocate."
Well, after that assesment, I knew I owed the
band another chance. So when Cecil offerred the
band's services one night last fall when I called
to invite him to a party, I was quick to accept.
On the appointed day, the band stacked their
amps in my fiancee's kitchen and we tapped the
keg.
It was some night. Most of the guests fell into
the "mainstream rock 'n' roll fan" category.
Some yelled requests for more popular songs (the
Zeros responded with a rather up-tempo version
of "Sweet Home Alabama"); some left. But
those that stayed seemed to be having a good

time after a while (read: after a few beers). The
highpoint of the evening came when the band did
three quick encores in honor of the late arrival
of our faculty advisor and his wife.
The band sounded much better that night. The
instruments and vocals were mixed more
judiciously and the playing was really tight. Cecil
said the band had practiced and played gigs a lot
over the summer. The work really showed that
night and later at a gig in the Ram's Horn and
again at Barstan's last Mpnday night.

T

he band is still getting better. They've written
more than 100 songs now and play about 50
during each appearance. They've done several
shows in the Orono area and a few out-of-state
gigs. Just two weeks ago they played a high
school dance in Thorndike, Maine with Violation.

The Zeros maintain this lighthearted attitude
when they discuss the band's future. Cecil and
Mick should graduate this spring; heaven only
knows where they might decide to take jobs. But
whatever becomes of Zero Mentality in the
- coming months, the four are adamant about nof
letting their punk attitudes and lifegyles fade as
they grow older and, society presumes, more
mature.

But I'd never fall back on an easy out like
that. Instead I'll simply say, "Hey, Zero
Mentality. Good stuff out here in the hinterland
of punk."
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b-side

inside-out
Dreams Beget Reality

Mixed bag review

(if you believe it)

Brad Hughes
wish it all to come true and it will in
our Minds.
Fantasy is a friend that is so close,
we have made her two dimensional
and we call her cinema. She caresses
our imaginations and makes us whole
Our expectations are alive within_us .for awhile- but at the end of the show
and we live them continuously in our •the pain creeps back.
Then we have the chemicals that can
minds. Each replay of our dream
change our mental state. Fantasy
becomes better and stronger until
becomes a reality without trying and
flip]] we must either let them die
the
phantom dreams can be achieved
because we realize they can never be
in our minds with ecstasy in one
achieved or we chase after them like
primeval orgasm.
childhood
phantoms,
sometimes
I- saw a boy wearing a white T-Shirt
making the big kilt.
cross the street and when I saw him
More often than not we never catch
again an hour later, he was man and
our dreams and they die outside us.
Hating failure, we retreat back into our 'his shirt was dripping red, but he was
smiling and his eyes were dancing in
brain and create new dreams to chase.
cold, hard circles and I could tell that
The ones called musicians play
he had fantasized a brilliant murder.
beautiful music to fill the void, to
but something was different.
transmit their feelings, dreams.
The blood -wasn't like the cinema
passions into- sound of joy, but
and the man looked old, but I knew he
underneath it all there is pain.
The lonely sax player sits on -a tin 'was only 11 and I kept thinking he
can in the alley and spills his heart to 'must be having a terrific fantasy
rats nibbling on fresh garbage. The
because of the way he was smiling,
eyes swell up with the tears of a
but then he spat up blood and fell
million disappointments. The sax
to his knees on the sidewalk and I
becomes a tool that calls the lost
wanted the sax player to stop his
phantom dreams back, but they never
sad tune and I wanted this scary
do come back and tears run down the
movie to end and the drug to wear
cheek of a broken spirit.
off, but it didn't and he died and I
The fantasy world is beautiful
wanted to run home but I couldn't
because it never lets us down and
so I ran to the cinema.
never says no. When things don't
happen the way we dream them, we
(see DREAMS page 8)
can always dream a happy ending and

Ed Manzi

• s.

e`k

rocking beach music that is fun. This is
what R&B music is .:1r•about, except
these guys go at it with a hard driving
beat and feedback.
It's that time once again when
record companies are suffering from
the post-winter doldrums when no one
and his mother puts out new projects.
Everyone is still in the studio or in
production and everything that comes
out is a "12-inch radio dance dub
remix" version of the hit single. Inmost cases, that is the most
depressing because you've heard the
hit too often anyway. You don't need
to hear it again. Who wants to hear
Nena sing "99 Red Balloons" in
English or in German?
But let's get down to basics. A fresh
approach to any type of music is a
relief in most cases. And three records
deserve a loOk-see. The first of the
three comes from across thebig Water
(Britain, to be exact). Howard Jones is
one of the more obscure English pop
stars to test the American Top 40
waters with his fresh approach to
synthesized pop. His,three-song e.p.
gives a new life to the already tepid
techno vein. What most synth-pop
"musicians" fail to forget is That the
synthesizer was intended to reproduce
to the best of the programmer's
ability, the instrument that they didn't
have. But what most of the players and
programmers are doing now is
ignoring this precept and are imitating
rather than reproducing the intended
sounds. But Howard Jones uses the
synthesizer to create catchy, happy,

(see MUSIC page 8)

Tadpoles

_

I hopped down the front steps one at
a time and then trudged through the
puddles on the front lawn and headed
for Polliwog Paradise. I knew the
stakes were high but I was up for a
challenge. By the time I arrived at the
I'm just starting to realize what a slippery bank of the pond I had
handful I must—have been -to- my decided I would use the "I forgot';
parents when I was a child. Now that defense if Mom caught me.
I'm growing older in years and wiser in
I peered into the murky waters and
worldly matters, I'm starting to saw thousands,of tiny, black, fish-like
recognize the fact that I wasn't perfect creatures swimming just below the
as a child.
surface. I was no rookie at this sport so
"Don't go near the frog pond I knew immediately that they were the
Scotty," Mom said as I pulled on my polliwogs I was after. I reached into
green, gum-rubber boots., It was my pocket to get the baggie I had
spring going on summer and I was five snatched off the counter at home. I
years old. It is a well-known shook the pocket lint off and inspected
phenpmenon that in spring, a for holes.
five-year-old heart turns to polliwogs.
As I opened it it seemed as though
"Okay Mom," I grunted with no my mother's voice had been captured
intention of obeying her command. within it somehow and was finally
How could she expect me to stay away released. "STAY AWAY FROM THE
from that polliwog paradise behind FROG POND!" Her voice echoed
Aunt Kay's house? Her request, in my through my mind as though she had
mind, was just unreasonable.
just shouted into my ear. I looked
I gave one last push and felt my little cautiuosly around but she was
foot jam deep into the musty, - nowhere to be seen.
gum-rubber boot. I struggled to get
I shook my head vigorously to rid
my hefty, five-year-old frame on its myself of her haunting, guilt-inspiring
feet and heard her again as I headed voice and headed down the bank
for the door.
toward the water. I watched my little
"You know what I told you Scotty. polliwog enemies dart back and forth.
Don't go near the frog pond." Mom They were terrified because they knew
always did that. She would tell me it was I--the great polliwog imprisoner
something twice to make sure I heard from 8 Winter Street Extension. I
her and that rendered my "I didn't laughed a deep, throaty, sinister laugh
hear you" defense useless.
as I watched them tremble.

Don Linscott
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On to the more straight ahead rock
'n' roll--Boston rock fans have enjoyed
one of the most active New music
scenes ml the country. And all of the
Boston area has seen notable bands,
such as The Cars,' New Edition, Jon
Butcher Axis, and the Stompers rise to
national prominence. Add the Lines to
that list. The Lines, straight out of
Brockton (I wonder which prominent
spdrts figure comes from that suburb),
Massachusetts, have their first album
oqt, which is good news for BoSton
rock fans. To date, all the Lines have
produced are a few 19cal singles and
some fantastic live shows. Now with
the debut effort, "Standby," the Lines
can present some backing to the claim
that they are one of Boston's best. A
six-song album is chock full of straight
by
highlighted
forward
rock,
"Friends," the catchiest bass line on
the record that bounces back and
forth, "Fear of the Dark" with the
same texture and riffs that give
guitarist Eric Hafner a chance to do
some stretching out.
If rhythm and blues are more of your
taste, New York City's own Raybeats
can fill your desire of a rock 'n'
roll/soul stew. There isn't a vocal on
the album, and it's all the better for
dancing. If you liked Booker T. and the
M.G.'s, then this is your kind of
album. The M.G.'s are covered on this
album in "Jelly Bread"; The majority
of the material is original stuff, that
comes right off the beach--hard

•I

My mother's command was far from
my mind. I had my prey in sight and I
clutched my weapon (the baggie) in
my chubby hand. It was a five-yearold's dream--1 was about to conquer--I
had power--I was in control.
But then it happened...my enemy
turned the tables on me. I felt a glob of
soft, cool mud ease over the top of my
left boot and run slowly down to may
ankle. I looked down and saw my feet
engulfed by the environment of the
enemy. Both of my legs were
immobilized by thick, black mud up to
the shins.
Panic struck. I wiggled back and
forth to try to free myself from the
enemy's grasp but it was no use. I
glanced at the water and saw the
enemy laughing triumphantly. I threw
the baggie at them in defeat as I
realized that I was finished.
I watched my life flash before my
eyes. It - wasn't long a long
presentation but it was powerful
enough to make me realize that I
wouldn't go to heaven if I died right
then. I saw myself pouring a bowl of
spaghetti over my head when I was
two, 1 saw myself throwing my sister's
cat in the dryer when I was three, and I
saw myself smashing my friend's
Matchbox cars when 1 was four. I knew
that I had to make it out of there alive.
I had to redeem myself.

My choices weren't good. I could
sink into a black, mysterious death or
scream for Mom and get my hide
tanned. If it hadn't been for my need
of revenge and my desire to redeem
myself I might have chosen death but I
wasn't about to let the polliwogs out of
it that easily. I would return to destroy
them and then I would work on my
redemption.
"MOM. HELLLP!!!" I screamed at
the top of my lungs. It wasn't 10
'seconds bef9re Mom arrived on the
scene to rescue me. She yanked me out
of the clutches of my enemy. My
sweaty feet slid out of my boots as I
flew into my mother's arms. I heard
the enemy burp as it engulfed my
boots and I shuddered as I realized
that the burp could have been for me.
I knew I would have to deal with,
Mom but as she carried me away I
looked back at the enemy and.- 2 promised it I would return one day to
destroy. Those tadpoles hadn't seen ,
the last of me!
I would return and then I would
straighten my ways. I would redeem
myself. I would be the perfect child
and St. Peter would be proud to usher
me through the pearly gates if I ever
found myself on death's doorstep
again.
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institute some sort of review from the
student's point of view."
Ritzi said the main area they would
like to see reviewed is ig the-one-year
(continued from page 2)
dormitory contracts.
"You'd be hard pressed to find an
academic calendar, especially keeping
upperclassman on campus," Ritzi
fall semester final examinations before
said, "to me that's not very healthy."
the Christmas break.
Ritzi said he thinks fraternities' .
Ritzt and Bradley woul.: ..;so likc to
interests should be protected to some
extent by the student government.
see a research and advocacy division of
student government developed, in
"I was real surprised at some of the
order to make student government
anti-fraternity sentiment on campus,"
Ritzi said. "Anything that can be done
more responsive to the student body.
"You've got to have a basic
should be--to a degree it's a matter of
understanding of the issue before you
selling yourself."
A major bone of contention within
discuss it," Bradley said. "People in
the
office don't really have time to look
Freshley/Mangione
administration has been the parking
into the issues.
Bradley said the effect would be to
issue, a problem Ritzi and Bradley
make student government proactive
believe mqst be corrected.
instead of reactive.
"There's got to be some sort of
"We do that to a degree now," change," Ritzi said. "The problem is
Bradley said, "but not to the extent or
not the number of spaces on campus,
as thoroughly as it could be done."
it's the quality of spaces."
An area Ritzi and Bradley believe
Bradley said that if there were an
open parking system on campus, the
the research and advocacy division
_could be applied immediately is in a_ problem could be solved rather review of Residential Life policies.
quickly.
"It's always from their point of
"If there was open parking where
view," Bradley „said. "We'd like to faculty and staff had to compete with
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continued from page 2)

"To get this government working
the way it haS to be we have to start
working togehter," Anderson said.
"We're community here. It's time we
got together."
One of the main areas where
Anderson and Holmes would like to
bring a sense of community is in
off-campus
relationships
between
and on-campus students.
"Off-campus students should hear
more about what's happening on
campus, and
they
should
be
Holmes
included,"
said. "We
should try programs to bring the
two types of students together
besides just classes."
Anderson said, "We have to get
of the off-campus labels.
rid
Everyone has a stamp. It's sad and
it's necessary."
Anderson and Holmes would like
,
A, -..m
A, -..la
,
..- ....M.,, -a4M11“.- -.1•44“.-

to get rid of , the labels attached to
students
enrolled
in
Bangor
Community College.
"It's kind of like Siberia. It's
kind of like a penal colony,"
Anderson
said. "They've
been
alienated even more by the busing
situation. It's important to involve
more than they have been."
BCC is a different sort of college.
It's sort of like a prep college,"
Anderson
said.
"BCC
is
a
community unto itself. Here, you
know everybody in your floor
section. Well, at BCC, you knew
everybody in the dorm. There's
more of a community atmosphere."
Anderson
and
Holmes
said
involving fraternities in the sense of
community they want to bring to
students is essential.
"The whole problem with the
Greek system is that you only hear
the very good things they do or the
very bad things they do," Anderson
said. "I think they're the ,most
misunderstood group on campus."
Anderson and Holmes call the
general feeling toward fraternities on
campus
the
"Animal
House
syndrome".
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Don Linscott
students, I think there would be a real
quick resolution to the problem,"
Bradley said.
In addition, Ritzi and Bradley would
like to see Bangor Community College
become more of an influence within
student government at UMO.
"I'd like to see them play a larger
role," Ritzi said. "They are a part of
UMO."
Bradley said, "We've got to make
everything available to them. They
need to tell us what they want and
we'll make it available to them."
Ritzi and Bradley feel student
government must be made more
accountable, and that if they are
elected, they can do that by building
on
the
work
of
previous
"You've
to
got
raise
the
consciousness
of
the
whole
campus," Holmes said. "We live as
shut-ins."
Concerning the parking issue,
Anderson and Holmes are in favor
of an open parking system, with
restrictions..
'"We believe all dormitory lots
should be left alone," Anderson
said. "Everything else should be
open."
Holmes said, "Whoever gets here
first should get the best sites."
Anderson and Holmes are also
concerned with the Residential Life
alcohol policy, especially the socalled "five-year" plan for UMO
becoming a dry campus.
"Res Life has an interesting habit
of making new policies over the
summer," Anderson said. "I saw it
when I lived at BCC. When we left,
in all five dorms it was OK to
drink. After the summer, two of the
dorms were suddenly dry."
Holmes said that by not including
students
in
policy-making,
the
Residential Life is doing what they
are trying to avoid, making students
want to leave the dorms.

administrations.
"The
organization
(student
government) is a lot more complex
than some local businesses. That's a
lot of responsibility," Ritzi said.
"Their primary responsibility has to
be accountability."
Bradley said that accountability
could be accomplished through the
financial affairs office of the student
government.
Ritzi said now that the foundation
has been laid; they would like to get to
_work.
"From here we've got the base of
our Organization back on its feet."
Ritzi said. "It's time to grow On that
foundation."
"There should be a thorough
examination of the policy, and it
should
be voted on
by
the
students," Holmes said. "They're
scaring people off-campus."
Anderson and Holmes feel the
power of student government is not
being used to its full potential.
"We've got a lot of power right
here at our fingertips, but the way
it is now everybody backs down,"
Anderson said. "We have power
here and we should use it, but we
should use it for good."
Anderson and Holmes said that if
they are elected, they plan on
getting all the feedback they can
from the student body.
"The students have to know
where their representatives stand,"
Anderson said. "There's no room
left for apathy. You can't satisfy
everybody but you can sure as hell
try. We're not politicians so we're
not afraid."

•

"The students should pressure us
because that's our job," Anderson
said. "Don't just settle for what we
say."
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Seniors!!

Will be shot on sight••
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
.
campus Wed., Feb.15Fri.,March 2, to shoot
senior portraits.
i lit
, Sign up for your
I appointment in the
w f,.
Senior Skulls Room
v
3rd floor Memorial
"•v-/
Union sittings are

FREE!!
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This is your last chance to be included in the '84 Prisim

Earn your Credits
abroad.
•England
•Israel
•Ireland
•Germany
•Spain
•Italy
•Denmark
•Egypt
•Switzerland
•Mexica
•Canada
•France
ISrdi

F

Join the thousands Of students who
have earned college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs
Affordable, quality programs
financial aid available

with

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12- 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
.41
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OLabbe
(continued from page 2)
Another area Labbe and Wiley would
like to see student government
consider is the one-year dormitory
contracts.
We'±-like to somehow put an end to
one-year dOrm contracts to allow
students the alternative to move
off-campu " Labbe said. "Right now
dorm res ents are
a captive
audience."
In addition, Labbe and Wiley would
like to see the administration's
"supposed" five-year pland to turn
UMO into a dry campus "tevealed and
investigated."
"The university's attitude has been
if you (they university) supply the
booze it's OK to drink," Labbe said.
"If you go out and get it yourselves it's
not OK."
'Labbe and Wiley are also 4,pinst
the proposed activity fee increase due
to go before the student body,in- a
referendum Feb.-22:
"We feel there's not enough
student
accountability,
in
government," Labbe said. "There's
-poor
simply
been
fiscal
responsibility."
Another area of UMO life Labbe and
Wiley would like to see preserved is
that Of the fraternity and sorority
system. Labbe and Wiley have been
involved in the formation of the
Organization of Maine Collegiate
Student Governments, an organization
which is going to unite the student
governments of every college in
Maine, be they public or private, much
the way UMOSG does for the UMaine
campuses.
Labbe and Wiley feel that group
could have done niuch to prevent the
eradication of fraternities at Colby
College.
"I strongly think if we had been a
solid influence we could have exerted
an influence on Colby's decision,"
Wiley said. "We wanted to find a way
to prevent that from happening."
Although the organization has not
officially formed, the UMO GSS has

endorsed the idea, and the first
formation meeting will occur Feb. 18
at Husson College. Both Labbe and
Wiley feel the time is right for such a
group.
• "Their willingness to work with us
shows that, Wiley said. "If you just
make the effort a thing like this can
happen."
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Concerning the greek system at
UMO. Labbe and Wiley think the
university administration must better
define the status of fraternities.
"It doesn't seem fair that they are
considered part of the town of Orono,
and part of the campus, without the
university coming to their defense,"
Wiley said. "Without fraternities,
think about how this campus would be.
"It just seems they should be
supporting fraternities more."
Labbe said, "ff it wasn't for them,
this campus would be a tomb."
Labbe said he thought the university
had no right to police ten fraternities.
"The
university
can
only
recommend," Labbe said. "I don't
feel that they have .the right to tell
them what they can or cannot do."
Wiley said the first issue concerning
fraternities she would like to tackle is
the taxation of fraternity houses by the
town of Orono. "It's more taxation and less
representation." Wiley said. !'l think
the student senate has to be more
involved with that."
Labbe and Wiley think that Bangor
Community College should have a
greater influence. on student life at
UMO.
"BCC is a forgotten campus."
Labbe said. "It's like a separate
entity. It's like they've
been
forgotten."

'834

To the cc

Fairuza Balk plays the role of Dorothy in Walt Disney's "OZ."

Wiley said student government can
do more for BCC than has been done.
"I see no reason why SEA or IDB
can't sponsor programs or do that sort
of thing for BCC," Wiley said. "We're
never made to feel we have anything to
offer BCC."
Labbe said, "Rather than BCC
making an influence on UMO it should
be the other way around."
Labbe and Wiley believe the student
senators must do more, also, to bring
the student body into student
government.
continued from page 6)
"I really feel the people who are
elected are responsible to represent
She waited for the hus-but-it.aever
the constituency they represent."
came so she cried and I wanted to
Labbe said. "In fact they do not--they
touch her to make her feel better but I
become very insular."
couldn't. She sat there for what
Labbe said that the ability to simply
seemed like hours, in despair, and I
ask questions of the senators is
saw the drained look in her eyes and
important in representation.
the dark circles and again I wanted to
"The _m_ajority of the so-called
comfort her but they would not let me
constituency just don't care," Labbe
and I screamed in pain for her and they
said. "What they don't realize is that
told me to shut up and I begged all of
they are giving up their right."
them to help her, but they laughed at
"This whole idea of constituency as
me and then the film ended and I was
far- as student government goes, is
alone in the theatre and the pain was
how you feel."
still there

•Dreams

BIOGRAPHY OF A SUICIDE

Round and round
A whirlpool spin
Pulling you down
Contact next of kin
There's no way out...
Mixed emotions
Love and hate
A devil's potion
You can't escape
There's no way out.
A look of fear
A cry of pain
All life is gone
A soul's been slain
There's no way out...
You're going fast
There's no way out
One whispered gasp
There's no way out
A single dawn
There's no way out
And then you're gone
There was no way out...

Cathy Livingston

LTbravecyoungCatholic! LA/You?
Inside you there is so much of what-the worldlneeds. Love. Faith.
\ Courage and Idealism. The Third Woctd Of poverty, ignorance and
hunger is waiting fOr you...need5-you SO badly with ypur courage
and generosity.

•: •

The life of a missionary prVe6t*in the Third World is not easy but if
you are a young Catholic man, brave and unselfish, willing to.,, share your life and grfts, we urge you to consider the plea et J:
. pus
to help the poor —we invite you to explore the rewarding lifbThat •
awaits you as a missionary priest with the Columban Fathers. •
We will send all the information• you need —without obligation!-:
Just fill out the information below and send to Father Michaei •
Harrison. COLUMBAN FATHERS, 310 Adams Street, Quincy, MA •
02169. Or-call him at (617) 472-1494.
Send Information to:
Address:.,

CLEAN REASON
The January winds blow strong and true
Frigid blasts of clean reason"
They take from me what is real
And replace it with intangibles
Vulnerable flesh is chilled to the bone
The inside is cold steel tempered
Oh what a Stronger Man I'll be
When 1 warm from that breeze
Cecil Strange •

•Music
(continued from page 6)
but non-offensive pop. With "New
Song,"
Jones
African
uses
polyrhythms to create a hook that
makes
want
you
to
dance.
'Conditioning' has a reggae feeling
with some bop sensibilities with
"Change the Man" sounding more
soulful than pop. This record is better
than the description, because of the
bad reputation that synthesized music
has been given.
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- Response
when writing
to the editor and
,Vfaine Campus w,..lconv..commentaries. Letters should be 543 words or less;
commentaries ;hourd be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.

Hasi Fahlafti
(Torch Bearer)

'83 election complaints
To the editor:

true

IC

age 6)
"New
,frican
that
lance.
eeling
with
more
better
)f the
music

I would like to clear up a few
things about some comments I
read in an article that
_appeared otfthe fiOnt page of
last
Thursday's
Maine
Campus pertaining to the
student government elections
of 1983.
- It was stated by Harry
Tucci, Fair Elections and
Practices Committee Chairman (1983), that the election
he supervised was "fair." It
was by no Means fair..,do you
call running out of ballots in
Wells
Commons 'fair?"
There were things brought to
my attention over the past
year regarding the election
that were unbelievable. It's
amazing what people, most
specifically those running
student government, will tell
you after they've had a few
drinks." I also have trouble
with the fact that the list of
those ivho voted in the
fraternities was lost right after
the elections. Convenient,
huh? I could not compare the
number of votes with the
number of people who actually
voted.
What has Mangione done
for the fraternities in his
position as student government Vice-President? We had
a workable plan to save each
fraternity $500 in intramural
fees and told them that. I
wonder how much money
Freshley and Mangioni have

Mohammad Farah
(Discus)

—

saved the fraternity system
here at UMO? Mangione then
states in the article that we
only contested the election
becaus_e of closeness. He must
be a bigger fool than I thought
if he actually believes that
Fanzia Ashraf
crar. An unfair election is
(Ski Flying)
'Kamakazi'Khahshah
unfair, no matter how many
(Luge)
votes we lost by.
Now let's look at the
statement made by Freshley.
•
He seems to think that the
"controversy-.4 coming from
only one person." He must
have forgotten about the
hundreds of signatures col- To tlie ,editor:
in finding out more about SEA
I won't.
lected in. only. two days
on Thursday, Feb. 16 at 6:30
SEA is a board of student
contesting the entire election.
p.m. in the SEA Office on the
government that uses about
Do you know what Student
I can add that some of those
floor of the Memorial
third
$67,000 of your activity fee.
who signed voted for Freshley Entertainment and Activities
Union. So come on! Come see
We bring you concerts,
but felt it was an unfair (SEA) does for you? Do you
what we're all about!
weekend
movies
special
election. I could go on and on. know how to get involved in
events, the Arts Alive series,
In closing, I would like to SEA? Have you thought about
monthly calendar and much
comment on candidate Steve joining SEA but didn't know
more!
Ritzi's statement that "I how? Sounds like I'm about to
Renee Marlowe
We'll be having an open
didn't see any problem." The sell you a K-Tel product,. but
SEA President
meeting for anyone interested
article fails to point out that
Ritzi
was
involved
in
Mangione's campaign. If Ritzi
BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed
wins the election, I hope he at
THAT
,. YEAl. HELLO
CCARETTE5 Cff#1 7
NICE MEIN' YA 7W#LDI
A
least "sees" the problems
YOU,10M 7 FP. USTE14
HA
1OTT5 GREAt
'
70/A. HOPE MR FRO. AND
MY SON HIP AU..
Alitosr A5 RAW AS YOU
facing the University and tries
GOES EASY I HOPE YOUR
MY CIGARETTES.
MPH'NA. MR L.F.A4E-5 IN
.\., ON YA .
harder than Mangione and
CAN I BUM A FEW
MY[AWARD LAST FALL
Cff VI ?
HA!HA YA MINT SOME
Freshley did to accomplish
VitY GEOR6E."
C/65, EH
something:I doubt it!

Members of Iran's boycotting Olympic team

SEA to hold informational meeting

itt
;

e

Todd Ehrlich
1983 candidate for
Student Government VP

tq,
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Jane Bailey

Commentary

America's right to know
incidences occur it is only right that they are
made public.
Arthur 'Hays Sulzberger, president of tht
New York Times, stated the case for the
"right to know" in 106: "The crux is not the
publisher's 'freedom to print'; it is rather, the
citizen's 'right to know'."
The reporter brings the news to the people.
The First Amendment to the United States
Constitution should clear up any questions
concerning freedom of the press. The
government can do nothing to abridge this
freedom.
Soviet communications are controlled by the
government and •in particular the Communist
Party. During
the Soviet invasion
of
Afghanistan in 1979, the world witnessed
continued Soviet expansionism. The Soviet
citizenry; however, was told
that the

he government of therSoviet Union has
no obligation to make its activities
known to the public. Likewise, police
activities do not necessarily get published in
Soviet newspapers. The concept of the
public's "right to know" does not exist.
Fortunately, the United States has a
government of the people, for the people, by
the people. Freedom of the press and access to
information is guaranteed. Surprisingly, some
people do not appreciate this freedom and
choose to condemn it.
A letter to the editor on Feb. 10, labeled the
Police Blotter as "scandalous reporting." It is
truly disheartening to know that an American,
enjoying the fruits of democracy, denounces
the public's right to know. The task of a
newspaper is to inform the public. If
scandalous, boring, irritating or terrifying

*0

goVernMent was merely securing its borders
from outside aggression. The invasion was
talked down and the Soviet public didn't know
that activities in Afghanistan were a major
issue around the globe. U.S. press coverage,
on the other hand, does not leave American
citizens in the dark. The Pentagon Papers,
produced after the Vietnam War, and the
Watergate scandal were highly publicized.
Government activities were made available to
the public through the newspapers. If
Americans
didn't
know
about
political
activities, it was due to their own ignorance.
If illegal activities at a university are
withheld from the public, it seems likely that
government operations will be kept back also.
Freedom of the press applies to all levels.
Jane Bailey is a junior journalism/political
science major.
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Overcrowded guestlecture deemed 'inevitable'
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer
,The overcrowding problem in Hauck
during actor/producer
Jonn Houseman's lecture Jan. 30
court not be helped, according to the
chairman of the Guest Lecture Series.
Stephen Roope said he knew
Houseman would be a popular
speaker, but that certain factors
prevented the lecture from being held
in a more spacious hall.
"We could have held the lecture in
the Memorial Gymnasium, but the
sound system in there is really bad and
it is much more expensive to hold one
in the Gym than •in Hauck Auditorium," he said.
Roope
concern
said
about
Houseman's health played a major
role in deciding not to hold the lecture
in the Memorial Gym. "Houseman
specifically asked fora- stage to speak
from and we wanted to make it as easy
for him as possible,- he said.
Houseman spoke on the history of
the American theater as part of the
Guest Lecture Series. It was estimated
by fire fighters at the lecture that the
audience numbered in the 800s and
that as many as 600 more were turned
away at the. doors due to the lack of
room.
"Every seat was filled in the
auditorium (which hus a capacity of
600) and there were. as many as 200
more who either had to stand or sit in
the aisles." said fireman Ed Walker.
auditorium

Eric Gore, a senior history major
who sat in one of the aisles during the
lecture, said something should have
been done to avoid the overcrowding.
"We (0. .udertts) pay an .tet.i :ity
fee so that we can io see these people
when they come. We should at least
get a seat," he said.
Scott Rollins, a junior anthropology
major. said, "I suppose I should be
glad 1 got in there (he had to stand
throughout the lecture), but something
should be done for the students. After
all, we do pay to bring the lecturers
here," he said.
Roope dismissed any complaints by
students that non-students should
have been charged for the lecture.
"Since we receive funding from the
Student Government, we are not
allowed to charge the public," he said.
"It is specifically written in the
Student Government guidelines."
Roope adinitted that -Something-shouTd-be done to avoid a sitnilar
problem and that he had a meeting on
the subject with Director of the
Memorial Union David Rand.
"1 realize now, that the situation
could have been a very dangerous one
department gave the OK.
and that we need to be more prepared
in the future," Rand said. "Steve and
Assistant Director for Fire Serives
David Fielder said he was not pre-sent
are in the process of developing more
at the lecture, but that he totally backs
precise guidelines right now which
should help prevent this problem from up the department's decision to go
happening again."
ahead with the lecture.
"It wbuld have been very difficult to
Roope said GLS would not have
gone ahead with the lecture because of clear all the aisles once everyone was
the crowd, but that the UMO fire inside. Fortunately, it wasn't much of°

Mei

by Jon ki
Staff Write

a problem," he said.
Roope added that the doors were
kept locked until 7:15 p.m.(45 minutes
prior to the start of the lecture)
because there were no ushers on hand
until then. "I realize people had to
wait awhile to get in, but we did it for
safety reasons," he said.
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Communique

BCC

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Managing Stress. Russ Whitman, UMO Counseling
Center. North Lown Room, Union. Noon.
APO/GSS Blood Drive. York Hall. 2 - 7 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. Advanced ASAP, part 2. 126
Barrows Hall. 2:30 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. SAS—Operations Research. 227
E/M. 3 p.m.
Fitness: Getting It and Keeping It Sutton Lounge,
Union. 3:15 p.m.
History Symposium Yves Frenette• "Writing Ethnic
History: The French Canadians of Lewiston."
Peabody Lounge, Union. 3:30 p.m.
Preventive Medicine Program. Screening at Corbett
Hall. 6 - 8 p.m.
Maine Bound. Telemark Clinic Orientation Meeting.
North) Bangor Lounge, Union. 6:30 p.m.
MCA Bible Study. South Bangor Lounge, Non.
6:30 p.m.
March Break Slide Show. Sutton Lounge, Union.
p.m.
•
IDB Movie. "Deathtrap." 130 Little Hall. 7 and '9
p.m:
Cultural Affairs Film Festival. "Summer Paradise,"
(Sweden, 1977). BCC Student Union: 7:30 p.m.
UMO Opera Theatre. "Gianni" by Puccini and
"Trial by Jury" by Gilbert and Sulliilan. Hauck
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
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Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. II a.m.
French Language Table. Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
Planetarium Show. "The Sky Tonight." Wingate
Hall. Noon.
News of the World Forum. Sutton Lounge, Union.
12:15 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. SPSS—X, the Statistical Analysis
System for the Social Sciences. Session Three. 202
Shibles Hall. 3:30 p.m.
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Sports
Men's track teamfinishes durd• atEasterns
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
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The University of Maine Indoor
Track team, paced by distance runner
Gerry Clapper and the two-mile relay
squad, finished its best ever in the
Eastern Track and Field Championships at Southern Connecticut State
College Sunday.
The Bears compiled 56 points.
behind first place Lowell's 97 and
second place SCSU's 82, to place third
among the 15 other schools competing
from the New England area..
"This was a pretty 'good team
effort," said head coach Ed Styrna.
"This was our highest finish ever in
the Easterns and there were a few
outstanding performances."
Clapper led the way with his first
place finish, a school record in the
two-mile run with a time of 8:51.
"I felt pretty good and loose and got
out in good position early," said
Clapper. "I followed,— Ronan, (a
Providence College runner who placed
23rd in the National Cross Country
meet in November)until just before the
last two laps where I surged by him. It
was a great race, everyone was
cheering for me, my teammates and
also the crowd ."
Distance Coach Jim Ballinger said,
in reference to Clapper's run, "I hope
people realize how good Gerry is
running. He's a highly respected
runner in the East and today's
performance proves it."

The Bears other winning effort was
performed by the two-mile relay squad
of John Condon, Ken Letourneau,
Chuck Morris and Steve Ridley as they
set a new meet record with a time of
7:49.55, breaking Brandeis' seven
year mark of 7:50.6.
Condon, who ran the opening leg
said, "I really wasn't as psyched as I
was last week at Dartmouth. I think it
was because I really didn't know.
along with Ken, that I was running
until an hour before. I decided to go
out hard and hope that a good start
would psych up the other guys."
Unfortunately Condon didn't get the
start .he "wanted and handed off to
Letourneau in third place. Letourneau
-then proceeded to pick off one runner
leaving only one left, a University of
Massachusetts runner. "I run better
with a guy ahead but I was a little tired
from racing earlier," Letourneau said.
Morris got the baton in second and
after jostling with the UMass runner,
which had beaten him, earlier in the
day in the mile, went by him with a lap
to go.
Morris handed off to Ridley who
held the lead for the rest of the way. "I
really pressed the third lap and I knew
I had broke him," Ridley said. Rid,ley
then expanded the lead and cruis t
a two second victory.
In other events, freshman Robin
Hayes placed second (1:16.26) in the
600-yard run followed by teammate
Fred Lembo 4:16.5.7) who placed
fourth.. Letourpeau and Condon placed

BCC basketball team splits,
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

s

The Bangor Community College
Jets basketball team lost a heartbreaker to Northern Maine Vocational
Technical Inititute, 72-71, last Thursday and came up with a big win over
Eastern Maine Vocational Technical
Institute, 81-73, on Monday.
The win over EMVTI assured
BCC of at least a tie in the Maine Small
College Conference playoffs.
The Jets were down to EM VT! by 10
at halftime but scored 12 unanswered
points in the third quarter to lead by
two points.
"We only had three annoyers in the
second half and it was a total team

effort," BCC coach Dennis
said.
John Clay and Gary Levesque led\
the Jets with 16 points. 1.evesque also
had five steals and seven rebounds.
Dave Fotter chipped in with 12 points
and nine rebounds.
Against NMVTI a 12-foot jump shot
from the baseline fell short as time ran
out.
"We had our chances but we just
didn't capitalize," Martel said.
Russ White led the Jets with 22
points and Fotter had 21. Gary Porier
added 13.
The Jets play the University of
Maine at Augusta Wednesday in its
regular season final.
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ArmyROK.
Now
. you cantakeit
nit years,too.
If you.missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years
of college„ you-may not have missed,out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program.You'll have to attend a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last two years of college. Then you'll earn a commission as an officer at the same time you earn a collegedegree.

CALL

ROTC Admissions Officer
• University of Maine
581-1125

Shot putter Jeff Shain between throws Saturday. (Morris photo)
second and fourth in the 1,000-yard
run with respective times of 2:15.8 and
2:16.9.
Jeff Shain placed third (50-6) in the
shot. "I wasn't really happy with my
throws, I shouldn't have lost by that
inch," Shain said. The other weight
man at the meet for Maine, Joe Quinn,
placed Sixth in the 35-pound weight.
Jack Leone finished off the-scoring
for the Bears with a fourth in the high

jump (6 4). Leone just missed another
place by nipping the next height with
his heels.
Coach Styrna said this season the
team has performed extremely well
and should continue (Ito do so in the
future. "We're 6-0 in dual meets, won
the state meet and should continue our
winning
this
weekend
against
Vermont," Styrna said. Saturdays'
meet will be at Orono.

1984 Winter Carnival
Delta Tau Delta's

Bed Sled Race
Saturday, Feb.

18 - 1:00p.m.
Behind Hilltop Commons
On the Hilltop Road

Sponsore
Delta Tau Delta, UMFB
McDonald' WGUY 101 fm, and Coke
) $5.00 entry .se benefits to go to-the
Ronald cDonald House
There will.be1ive radio, Y101 FM,
and T.IX broadcasting
Buy your bed sled t-shirt!
Enjoy refreshments'from McDonald's
(Chicken McNuggets sta,\* Fries) and Coke!

No Alcoholic beverages
Merchants t'50
The Flying Dog
G.M. Pollack & Sons
Freeses
Depositor Trust Co.
The Maine Coat Town
Discount Beverages
The Word Shop
Yianni's Pizza & Pub
The Ski Rack

Holiday
alth & Racquet Club (
Napoli's Piz a
The Legal Sh pe
Old Town Furn. tire Co.
Dubay Auto Part Inc.
, Old Town Canoe
, Inc.
Stillwater Texaco
Colonial Carpets

Saturday Night - Join Y101 at
Delta Tau Delta
.••••••
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Wrestlers attribute'coach and spirit'to success
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer •
The UMO wrestling team (8-2)
traveKto Castine Wednesday, night to
-wrestle Maine •MaritInn, in a dual
meet.
List Saturday the Black Bears
wonthe Northern New England Wrestling Tournament with a record setting
120 points. It was the first time UMO
had ever won the tournament.

(pounds) said. "It's important mentally for the team to pull together. I never
expected this when I came to UMO
from high school)"
The wrestlers are no longer satisfied
with just being able te compete

The NNE's were enjoyable for 126
pound Chris Scarcella not only because
he placed fourth but it gave him a
sense of belonging.
"I had the best time of my life
during the tournament getC:.;
to

One champion, freshman Carl
Cullenburg said, "I was pleased with
the effort put forth by the guys and
personally I'm feeling stronger each
week."
UMO's toughest competition still

First year coach Nick Nicolich has
stressed how valuable team togetherness is and the wrestlers have used the
idea to bring out the right attitude
needed to be successful in wrestling.
Wrestling is- considered an individual sport by most people, however
without some type of team unity and
spirit success is rarely achieved.
Nicolich has given the wrestlers a
sense of belonging, something that
was lac-Mg tn the past
"Coach is'a kind of rah-rah gu'y and
it gets results," Tim Hagelin said.
We are a much looser team than in
the past."
Nicolich has the team wrestling
more in practices and plays music to
liven things up.
Each individual enjoys being a part
of such a closeknit team and are
certain some of its success can be
attributed to it.
"It's great to be a part of a winning
team .and everybody is cheering for
one -another when a person is out on
the mat," team captain Maynard
Pelletier said.
Freshman Roger Baldacci 118

The wrestlers who placed at the NNE's
Saturday are (left to right): 118 pounds Roger
Baldacci (2nd), 126 lbs. Chris Scarcella (4th),
134 lbs. Scott Carzo (3rd), 150 lbs. Pat Kelley
(2nd), 158 lbs. Brett Seamans (1st), 167 lbs.
because the team has the desire and
ability needeil to win.
Brett Seamans (158 pounds) is
convinced that there's 'no glory in the
sport\of wrestling' and the major thing
an individual can hope for is 'personal
glory'. •1'ts,an unsung hero sport,-"
he said.

TWO GREAT
REASONS TO
SEE THE
QUIRK BOYS
0
.
111
VI1KAGE

Carl Cuilenburg (1s0, 177 lbs. Maynard
Pelletier (1st), 190 lbs. Tim Hagelin (1st),
Heavyweight Paul Hughes (1st), and Ewen
MacKinnon (2nd). (Hawkins photo)

watch my teammates wrestle and
win," he said.
Nicolich has designed some rigid
practices and the results were
oblivious during the NNE's. UMO had
five individual champions, three
seconds, a third and a fourth place
finish.

lies ahead this- Saturday in a quad
meet with Boston University, Boston
College and the University of New
Hampshire and the following week at
the New tcngland wrestling Tournament against some tough Division I
teams.
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